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General impression

My stay at the University of Luzern was something I would not want to have missed.

Please describe your stay in 4-5

The four month stay was incredibly fun and a very good learning experience both in

sentences

and out of school

Entry/ arrival in Switzerland

If EU citizen quite easy, there are a couple of fees that can seem a bit high, but other

Immigration formalities, visa

than that it was fine

Searching for rooms/ accommo-

We got accommodation possibilities from the Uni, but since they were fully booked, I

dation

was given information to another place to stay which was fine, but try to get into the

Experiences and useful addresses

accommodations provided by the Uni

Public transportation

Fairly easy to navigate around, although a bit expensive. The Uni is located right next

Train, bus, accessibility of university

to the central station, so very easy to get to

buildings
Prearrangements

Didn’t require a lot of work as a EU citizen

Registration for courses, language
tests, academic records
Information on university

Got send a folder before arriving which contained the necessary information

Location, size, infrastructure
German course at the university

A good way to meet other students, but didn’t pick up any german language, except

„German Short Course“ visited?

for small key words

Content of course, usage
Studying at the university

Variety of English spoken classes were a bit limited, but still enough to get 30 credits.

Content of lectures, credits,

The content was decent, although some lectures required less attention than others

assessments
Assistance at the university

Seemed to be okay, didn’t take much advantage of this

Student advisors, Mobility Office,
mentors, contact with other students
Budgeting

Switzerland is a bit expensive, but if you don’t travel too much I’m sure you can live

Living costs, study material,

on a decent budget

money transfer
Living/ leisure

Luzern has a lot to offer, and if wanting too, you can easily get around to other parts

Meeting places, sports, culture

of Switzerland

Comparison

My goal for studying abroad was more focused on traveling a bit,therefore I paid less

What is better/ worse at the Univer-

attention to actual school work, and instead went travelling in and out of Switzerland.

sity of Lucerne as compared to your

That being said, the school work was of a little less intensity than back home, but still

home university?

a good learning experiance

Reasons

To travel a lot, and wanted to get away from back home for a while, wherefore this

For what reasons are you aiming for

was the perfect opportunity. And since Switzerland is located so centrally in EU, it is

a mobility period at the University of

an optimal place to go, if you want easy access across Europe

Lucerne?
Duration

X to short

 to long

 precisely

If you look back, was the duration of
your stay for mobility
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